
CLBS 006 CRIT: Brunel House C, College Rd, Ashley Down, Bristol BS7 9BU

32 new affordable flats adjoining retrofit of listed building
Thermal standard - Building Regs
Currently RIBA stage 5
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Window details (typical)
Triple-glazed combi specified, with brick return to 
emphasize reveal. 140mm of PIR insulation. (Mineral 
wool fire-stopping was added all round the windows for
construction) Awkward detail, challenge on site.

                                                                                                                                                                                                                 



Form factor
                                                                                                                           
Treated floor area = 2150m2
Heat loss area = 3366m2

Form factor = HLA/TFA =   1.57  

This surprises me, the building evolved
to become messier and messier / have 
more and more crenulations. Presume 
it's the basic efficiency of a double-
loaded corridor block of flats. 

Glazing areas

SE =  36.6m2
SW = 263.6m2
NW =  37.2m2
NE = 108.9m2 (incl undercroft)

Total glazed area =   446m2  

= 13% of heat loss area                                                                                        

South-ish glazing = 67%

Southwest and southeast - bad for over-
heating. Solar shading was ruled out on cost 
reasons but also suggested as unnecessary in
Britain. 
The design was the product of maximising
accommodation within the planning 
constraints. A smaller footprint would have 
allowed more flexibililty in orientation, as 
as real amenity space.                                                                                





Energy strategy extract: thermal envelope generally slightly better than Building Regs 
triple glazed semi-combi windows (Rationel)
MVHR in each flat
individual gas combi boilers
"efficient building services" and appliances
PV array on roof to contribute



Energy strategy - continued

         In summary - just passes Building Regs emissions 
requirement, but (design) achieves 20% reduction via PV 
panels.                                                                                                 

                                                                        
  



 

Alternative early proposal which retained two beautiful lime 
trees and put them at the centre of shared gardens.

Was perceived as not maximising the return on the site (at
this stage the client thought he could avoid providing some of 
the affordable housing) and there was a strong desire to cut
down the trees, and also to avoid sharing gardens.

                                                      


